
NATURE OF INTERNATIONAL LAW  
Definition of IL  

International law comprises a system of rules and principles that govern the international relations between sovereign 

states and other institutional subjects of international law (Dixon, 2007) 

 

Key concepts  

• state sovereignty, equality and consent – international law premised on the existence of states as the 

primary actions in international sphere 

o Art 2 subs (1) and (7) UN Charter  

o all states are considered equal no matter their relative power 

o no state can be compelled by another to obey international law  

o UN cannot intervene on matters within country’s own jurisdictions  

• Enforceability – greatest criticism of international law is lack of direct enforceability of the obligations and 

rights that it details  

o no central legislative body to make automatically binding law  

o lack of legitimate global enforcement mechanism  

o no vertical hierarchy like municipal law but not completely absent  

o there are counter-measures – rather than take a Q to ICJ, they can do this to respond  

o Whether or not there is legal system cannot be solely dependent on the existence of enforcement 
system, even the strongest police force could not guarantee total compliance with the domestic system  

• limited nature and scope – laissez-faire nature of IL an accident of history – IL only developed out of the 

necessity of 19th century and 20th century  

 

United nations  

• 1945 United Nations, arose out of WWII  Signed UN charter 

• Provided a forum for states to develop more international law 

o Either on their own accord or using the international law commission  

• Articles 2(3)-(4): ‘all members shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means in such a manner that 

international peace and security, and justice, are not endangered. All members shall refrain in their 

international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence 

of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the UN’ 

• led to  International court of justice and other international courts and tribunals, many more multilateral 

treaties, expansion of IL to cover individuals, IOs  

 

Theories of International Law  

• Austin – the law obtaining between nations is not positive law: for every positive law is set by a given 

sovereign to persons in a state of subjection to the law’s author. the law between nations is law (improperly 

called) … duties which it imposes are enforced by moral sanctions: by fear on part of nations, or by fear on 

the part of sovereigns, of provoking general hostility, and incurring its probable evils, in case they shall 

violate maxims generally received and respected  

• HLA Hart said that while it doesn’t really follow a domestic system, doesn’t mean we shouldn’t follow it 

o by adopting a very narrow definition of law, Austin is expanding class of actions which he treat as 

morality, if IL is for the most part treated as law, if people engage with it the same way as domestic 

legal systems, if everyone treats it as law, why can’t it be law? 

• positivists – consent theory  

o Obligatory element, consent to the state system provides that element, e.g. it is law if everyone 

consents to it 

o But what happens if someone doesn’t consent? E.g. treaty between two parties, all the other states 

have not consented to that  consent theory doesn’t explain those instances  

o Also doesn’t work in customary international rules, especially with newly created states, e.g. when 

they are created, they are automatically bound by centuries of customary rules to which they have not 

consented to 

• Realists – code of international ethics  

o IL only a code of international ethics which states will observe only when it is advantageous to them 

o Counterargument – IL isn’t just morality, there are some breaches of moral behaviour that are more 

than mere immorality/unethical, and have actual legal consequences 

 Also flipside, some acts are legally permissible but morally questionable – e.g. immunity for 

diplomats committing crime 

• Reciprocal entitlement theory 



o Argues that enforcement doesn’t need to be physical, can be through removing entitlements, e.g. if 

state violates treaty, you have recourse to not fulfil your obligations under the treaty (e.g. severing 

diplomatic ties) 

• No single, satisfactory general theory 

o ‘IL is sanctioned by habit, interest, conscience and force’ – Quincy Wright 

• international law is legitimate and effective to the extent of the jurisdiction of powers which it purports to 

regulate – seeks to only codify the existing obligations and practices of states and prevent deviation from 

those obligations and practices 

 

Critiques  

• Eurocentrism/post-colonial critiques/’third world’ critiques  

o Used to legitimatise the colonialization process  

o Particular structural biases  

• Human rights as favouring the individual  

o Individualistic, marginalise a collective approach – some rights may only be achieved if they 

approached collectively – intergenerational obligations to protect the climate, indigenous 

communities, their identity is inseparable from their larger group  

• Claims to universality  

• Feminist critiques 

o Neutral system – not really? – it is highly gendered – only men have been involved in creating the 

process – essentialised their experience, taken male experience to be same as human experience   

• Critical legal studies  

o Traditional IL discourse is incoherent, on hand, states bound by IL but on the other hand want to link 

existence of obligations to consent, both positions irreconcilable  

 

SOURCES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW  
Art 38(1) of the Statute of the ICJ  

The ICJ may draw upon these four sources in coming to decisions: 

a. international conventions – treaties, bilateral or multilateral 

b. customary IL - international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law 

c. general principles 

d. judicial decisions/teachings – of publicists can be considered as a secondary/subsidiary source to previous 

three  

Notes 

• no hierarchy – no formal hierarchy  

• formal vs material sources 

o formal – source from which a law derives its validity – e.g. a treaty 

o material source – source of substance of a rule giving meaning – e.g. state practice  

• principle of state consent – N 

 

1. Treaties  

a. Conventions in Art 38(1) embraces all binding international agreements, however described (e.g. 

treaties, protocols, statutes, charters, covenants etc.) 

b. law of treaties in VCLT 1969  

c. effect of a treaty that is signed, but not ratified 

i. A state which has signed a treaty under an obligation to refrain from acts which would 

defeat the object and purpose of the treaty: VCLT, Art 18 

ii. Only after ratification a treaty will be legally binding  

 

Interaction between treaty and customary IL 

• treaty is declaratory of custom when treaty is adopted 

• treaty crystallises an existing custom  

• treaty creates a provision that comes to be more widely accepted as custom  

 

2. Customary international law  
notes  

• binds all states – even those who have not participated in its creation (persistent objector exception) 



• special place of customary norms having jus cogens (peremptory norms from which no derogation is 

permitted) 

• Ure v Commonwealth  

o put sign on bridge saying he had ownership, family later claimed they had title of land 

o held, art 38 generally regarded as complete statement of source of IL, to establish custom you 

need lots of uniform practice, coupled with second aspect of opinions juris 
 

a. Constant Uniform Usage (objective element) – evidence by reference to state practice to see 

whether the principle has been widely accepted enough to constitute a customary law  

i. requirements – should conform to these 

1. North Sea Continental Shelf Cases  

a. norm-creating character – rule should potentially form basis of a generally 

applicable universal law  

b. widespread/representative participation – principle needs to be accepted 

by many states and it should be representative within the scope of the alleged 

extent of the principle  

c. extensive and uniform – state practice should indicate that the rule has been 

thoroughly and reasonably consistently adopted  

d. States specifically affected – rule needs to have been generally adopted by 

those states who are particularly affected by it  

e. time – no requirement for time rule has existed, emphasis on extensive and 

uniform practice  

2. Military and Paramilitary Activities in Nicaragua (Merits) Case  

a. imperfect still ok – adherence to the rule completely consistently by states is 

not necessary – an attitude that infringements of it are justified by exceptions 

to rule actually strengthens rule  

b. treaty and customary law co-exist – when a treaty and a customary law are 

identical, one does not supervene the other. they may both apply 

simultaneously  

ii. evidence of state practice  

1. municipal legislation and judicial decisions  

2. statements of government policy  

3. voting support for resolutions in UN 

4. diplomatic correspondence 

5. military reports and manual  

6. EVIDENCE USED – North Sea  
a. diplomatic relations – timing, nature and outcome of relations between states 

can be used to indicate disposition of state towards customary law  

b. inaction – inaction by states in ratifying/accepting treaty is not evidence of 

passive acquiescence  

c. deliberate inaction – only when inaction is result of clear policy decision to 

not accept rule can it be used as evidence of state practice  

d. no uniform rule – no precise quantity or type of state practice is definitive 

b. Accepted as Law (subjective element Opinio Juris) – there must be conviction by states that 
observance of the principles is required as a matter of legal obligation, and not just for convenience 

(believe it is law) 

i. North Sea Continental Shelf Cases  

1. rule of law – abeyance must be in a manner that indicates a recognition of it as a rule 

or legal obligation of which there is no choice but to obey 

2. respect for rule – states must prioritise be following rule over material effects of not 

following  

3. EVIDENCE USED  

a. actual actions of government – external manifestations of state action should 

be primary tool of reference, including official acts and formal legislative 

action 

b. internal – difficult and complex to determine internal psychological 

disposition of a state regarding its intent and attitude toward rule  

ii. Legality of Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons 

1. impossibility – if it impossible to determine the reasons for state action in obeying a 

rule, then the court should rule against existence of customary law  



iii. Nicaragua  

1. if relying on soft law, have to look at wording, can’t just assume that its state practice 

and opinio juris  

c. regional customary IL 

can become binding rules under IL under certain circumstances  

i. Asylum Case (Colombia v Peru) 

1. constant and uniform usage accepted as law – alleged rule must be in constant and 

uniform usage as between the parties to the dispute. those parties must regard the 

custom as a rule of law. evidenced by state practice  

2. degree of adoption – regional customs can exist between just 2 states, question is the 

degree of acceptance of custom within community of states over whom the rule is 

alleged to apply  

3. facts – C granted P revolutionary asylum in Lima embassy, C invoked ‘American IL’ 

to allow C to grant asylum, court held insufficient evidence of such norm  

ii. R (Al-Saadon) v Secretary of Defence  

1. binding – customary rules are binding on states who adopt and adhere them 

2. territorial sovereignty – regional custom only binding on state to the extent of acts 

committed within the territorial sovereignty of that state  
3. facts – Iraqi national arrested by British, proposing to turn to Iraqi authority to face 

court, claimed he couldn’t be handed over because it would violate customary rule of 

non-refoulment to countries where death penalty available (other party argues this 

was a European regional custom) 

4. held, no clear evidence that Art 19 of European charter or state practice had 

established this rule – bar set higher for regional custom  

d. persistent objectors – Anglo Norwegian Fisheries Case (UK v Norway)  

i. states that have consistently objected to a rule may be exempt from an otherwise universally 

applicable rule of customary IL if 

1. immediate objection – raised objection immediately 

2. act in objection – they act and continue to act in objection to rule over time  

ii. facts – UK asserted fishing rights in Norwegian sea, objected to N’s straight baselines, argued 

existence of custom prohibiting baselines over certain length, ICJ held no such custom, even 

if there was, N was persistent objector  

 

3. General Principles  
a. general principles of IL AND general principles of municipal law  

b. examples 

i. general rules for the fair settlement of disputes 

1. well-developed rules of due process of municipal law  

2. one party in breach of treaty, should not be able to take advantage of similar breach 

by another party – equitable notice  

ii. Equity - River Muese Case (Netherlands v Belgium)  

1. water dispute case – court has some freedom to consider principles of equity as part 

of IL  

iii. limited application of equity -Frontier Dispute Case (Burkina Faso v Mali) 
1. limited application of equity in territorial boundary delimitation (equity infra legem 

(adapting law to facts), but not equity Praeter legem (to fill gaps in law) or equity 

contra legem (equity in place of law) 

 

4. judicial decisions and the writing of publicists  
a. ‘subsidiary’ – determination of rules of law, not pure sources, evidence for other sources such as 

treaties or customs  

b. no precedent - Art 59 of the statute of ICJ  

i. past decisions have no binding force except as between the parties and in respect of the 

particular case  

c. Paquete Habana  

i. two Spanish fishing vessels, US navy saw these ships and claimed as prize during war  

ii. such works are resorted to by judicial tribunals not for the speculations of their authors 

concerning what the law ought to be, but for the trustworthy evidence of what the law really 

is’ 

5. UNGA resolutions  



a. resolutions recommendatory and not legally binding with limited exceptions (admission, suspension, 

UN budget) 

b. early resolutions had big influence on international law making  

c. UNGA resolutions may influence IL in three main ways: 

i. Interpretation of UN charter 

ii. Affirmation of recognised customary norms  

iii. Influence the creation of new customary norms  

d. Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons (1996) ICJ 

i. Court asked to advise whether nuclear weapons could ever be lawfully used  

ii. UNGA resolutions may ‘sometimes have normative value’ 

iii. They can provide ‘evidence important for the establishing the existence of a rule or the 

emergence of an opinion juris’ 

iv. In this case, ‘although those resolutions are a clear sign of deep concern regarding the 

problem of nuclear weapons, they still fall short of establishing the existence of an opinio 

juris on the illegality of the use of such weapons  

 

6. Soft law  
a. Rules that are binding but vague, and ‘rules’ that are clear but not binding  

i. ‘a convenient description for a variety of non-legally binding instruments used in 

contemporary international relations. It encompasses inter alia inter-state conference 

declarations... UN General Assembly instruments... and resolutions... interpretative guidance 

adopted by human rights treaty bodies... codes of conduct, guidelines and recommendations 

of international organisations... and so on. Also potentially included... are the common 

international standards adopted by transnational networks of national regulatory bodies, 

NGOs, and professional and industry associations.’ (Boyle and Chinkin) 

ii. ***NOTE*** to help in making customary law, have to be STATES (e.g. NGOS etc. NOT 

RELEVANT) 

b. Some forms of ‘soft law’ under consideration are potentially law-making in much the same way that 

multilateral treaties are potentially law-making  while soft law may not be invariably law per se, 

they may be evidence of existing law, or formative of the opinion juris or state practice that generates 

new law  

c. Widespread acceptance of soft law instruments will tend to legitimise conduct and make it harder to 

sustain the opposing position  

d. IL imperfect and immature, soft law a by-product of these deficiencies 

e. what soft law can be used for  

i. ILC guides used to interpret treaties  

ii. UN declarations etc. used for recognition of statehood, can be important  

iii. VCLT silent on impermissible resolutions, so look to soft law  

 

North Sea Continental Shelf Cases (Germany v Denmark; Germany v Netherlands) (1969) ICJ 

• By two agreements, the FRG and D, and the FRG and N, submitted dispute to ICJ, court to identify the rules 

which bound these states  

• Found, delimitation of continental shelf between these states (and hence the oil deposits under them) had to be 

decided according to customary IL because relevant treaty had not entered into force for all parties to the 

dispute  

• Netherlands/Denmark argued Art 6 of the Geneva Convention on the Cont. Shelf which used equidistance 

approach set out custom (Germany not a party to the convention)  

o But doing this, gave N and D lots of shelf and Germany only a little  

• ICJ held that treaty norms could become customary in certain circumstances, but not in this instance 

o Treaty provision may become customary norm, however ‘this result is not lightly to be regarded as 

having been attained’  

o Art 6 off the convention on the continental shelf did not reflect custom, nor create it  

o Not of a ‘fundamentally norm-creating character’ (equidistance plus special circumstances had 

uncertain meaning) 

o Widespread and representative participation in a convention might show custom, but here there were 

few ratifications 

o Short time not a bar to establishing custom, but practice needs to be extensive and virtually uniform, 

this is not the case here  

 

Military and Paramilitary activities in and against Nicaragua  



• N brought claim against US alleging unlawful military activities against N territory, US claimed court had no 

jurisdiction because they entered a reservation concerning application of a multilateral treaty – relevant treaty 

was UN charter – N argued, court had jurisdiction because its claim on US also based on rules of customary 

IL  

• held that norms relied upon by N (prohibition on use of force and of intervention in other states) part of 

customary international law, and that UN charter and custom had a separate applicability 

• ICJ noted that state practice need not be perfect 

o Court deems it sufficient that the conduct...in general, be consistent with such rules, and that instances 

of State conduct inconsistent with a given rule should generally have been treated as breaches of that 

rule, not as indications of the recognition of a new rule 

• Prohibitions of use of force and of intervention supported by UN Charter and extensive opinio juris, including 

from US itself 

 

 

LAW ON TREATIES  
Treaties are agreements between States (or international organisations) binding on Parties and governed by 

international law  

• Why do treaties bind? 

o Subjective approach: treaties bind because they express consent 

o Objective approach: treaties bind because considerations of teleology, utility, reciprocity, good faith 

or justice. 

 

Definition  

• international agreement concluded between States in written form and governed by international law, whether 

embodied in a single instrument or in two or more related instruments and whatever its particular 

designation’: VLCT, Art 2(1)(a) 

• does not affect agreements between states and other subjects of international law or between those other 

subject: VCLT Art 3(a)  

• Corporations may not be parties to a treaty although may be parties to contract with states under which IL 

is the applicable law: Texaco v Libya  

• law of treaties does not apply to agreements between states and private organisations because these 

agreements do not regulate relations between governments Anglo Iranian Oil Case (UK v Iran) 

 

Form 

• This definition does not affect legal force of agreements not in written form (possible to have unwritten 

agreement: VCLT Art 3; Legal Status of Eastern Greenland (Den. v Norway)  

• May be embodied in one or several documents (e.g. exchange of notes) – no requirements as to form  

o Maritime Delimitation and Territorial Questions (Qatar v Bahrain) (1994) 

 dispute over contested islands, q: did court have jurisdiction? – only had minutes of meeting 

in 1990 which referred disputes to ICJ – no formal treaty  

 held, not just a simple record of meeting – they enumerate the commitments to which parties 

have consented – creates rights and obligations  

• focus on effect - Art 2(1)(a) in Vienna Convention confirms that it is the effect of an agreement, rather than 

the nomenclature attributed to it that is relevant 

o Land and Maritime Boundary (Cameroon v Nigeria)  

 a joint communique issued at the end of a summit meeting, signed by the heads of states, 

constituted an international agreement that had entered into force immediately  

 

Unilateral Statements  

• Sometimes state can be legal bound even though it has acted unilaterally through its representatives  

Nuclear Test Cases (Australia v France and New Zealand v France) 

• Facts - AUS and NZ brought proceedings against F from nuclear tests conducted by F in south pacific – 

before proceedings at court, F made statements indicated that F would no longer conduct nuclear tests 

• Held, due to F’s statements, claims of AUS and NZ no longer had any purpose, so court did not have to decide  

• Requirements: unilateral acts may have the effect of creating legal obligations, if given publicly, and with 

an intent to be bound, even though not made within context of international negotiations … no reply from 

other states is required 

• Form: statement can be oral or in writing 



• statements made by President of Republic, no doubt that they are international relations acts of the French 

State. Objects of these statements are clear, and they were addressed to international community, constitute an 

undertaking possessing legal effect 

Frontier Dispute Case (Burkina Faso v Mali) 

• High Bar: Very rare a court will find unilateral statement binding a state, ‘duty to show even greater caution 

when it is a question of unilateral declaration’ 

Case concerning armed activities on the territory of the Congo 

• Clear and Specific terms: Statement made by Rwandan minister of justice did not constitute a unilateral 

declaration with binding legal effect, as it was indeterminate nature, no precise timescale for withdrawal 

 

1. Making of Treaties  
a. General points  

i. capacity – all states have the capacity to enter into treaties – Art 6; Texaco v Libya 

ii. Forms of Treaty – agreements between: states, head of state, intergovernmental, departments 

and agencies (generally private)  

b. Authority to Conclude a treaty  

i. full powers – authority to adopt treaty if they produce full powers or if it appears their 

intention was to represent the State – Art 7  

(2)(a) considered as representing their state - heads of state, heads of government and 

ministers of foreign affairs  

(2)(b) heads of diplomatic missions  

ii. If not a representative within Art 7, can subsequently confirm as a rep by that State – Art 8  

iii. Ministers of Justice – had power to withdrawal reservation to the dispute settlement clause 

under genocide convention Case Concerning armed activities on the Territory of Congo 

(DRC v Uganda) 

1. R argued statement not legally binding because Ms M was not Foreign minister or 

head of government – customary law in Art 7 para 2 

2. Ms M spoke as Minister of Justice of R before UN commission and she indicated 

inter alia that she made her statement ‘on behalf of the Rwandan people’, court held 

that Minister in Justice may, under certain circumstances, bind the State they 

represent by their statements 

c. when is a treaty concluded? – domestically and internationally  

i. when does a state become a party? 

1. bound on binding act – presumption state is bound upon the binding act – Art 16 

2. methods of expressing consent to be bound – Art 11 

a. signature – Art 12 

b. exchange of instruments – Art 13 

c. subject to ratification – Art 14 

d. accession – Art 15  

ii. when does a treaty come into effect internationally? 

1. as per Treaty – look first at when treaty says it comes into force  

2. default situation – treaty comes into effect on unanimous consent of all parties to the 

treaty – Art 24(2) 

3. interim good faith – obligation of parties to act in good faith between signature and 

ratification and refrain from acts defeating the object & purpose– Art 18 

a. exception – state exempted if it indicates no intention to ratify  

 

2. Registration and Application of Treaties  
a. UN CHARTER Art 102 (also VC Art 80)  

i. states must register treaties with the UN (to prevent secret diplomacy, and promote 

availability of treaty texts) 

ii. Treaties not registered cannot be relied upon before UN organs (but are still binding) 

b. Entry into force of Treaty – Art 24  

i. when and whether – a treaty comes into force is determined:  

1. treaty itself – according to provisions in treaty 

2. default system – if no treaty provision, then it enters into force as soon as consent is 

given by all the negotiating states 

3. state consent post entry – when a state consents to a treaty after it comes into force, 

the treaty is binding on that state from moment of consent  



4. succession of new states to existing treaties – Application of the Genocide 
Convention (1996) 

a. presumption that new states should have a clean slate to choose whether or 

not to join old treaties’ ‘even though that clean state idea has appeal, when it 

comes to certain treaties concerning human rights/dignity, involves no loss of 

sovereignty for new state, so they should join’ 

c. Pacta Sunt Servanda (Good faith) – Art 26 

i. every treaty in force is binding upon the parties to it and must be performed in good faith  

d. Internal law no excuse for non-observance of Treaty – Art 27  

i. States parties to a treaty may not invoke provisions of internal law (i.e., domestic law) as a 

justification for failing to perform a treaty; Belgium v Senegal 

e. Non-retroactivity of Treaties – Art 28 

i. treaties do not apply retrospectively (unless there is an intention to apply retrospectively)  

f. Territorial Scope of Treaties – Art 29  

i. Treaties apply throughout territory of the states parties (unless contrary intention) 

g. Inconsistency between treaties – Art 30 – these rules apply 

1. international constitution status – some treaties have capacity to override the 

effects of later treaties – e.g. Art 103 of UN Charter 
2. relationship to treaties observed – if a treaty specifies its relationship to the other 

treaty then these provisions should be observed 

3. same parties to both treaties – when parties to both treaties are the same, but earlier 

treaty is not repealed, earlier treaty only applies to the extent its compatible  

4. different parties to treaties – 2 independent rules apply: 

a. states that are parties to both – see above 

b. states party to both treaties and state party to one – the treaty to which both 

states are parties applies 

h. Third parties – Art 34  

i. no rights/obligations – treaty cannot create rights/obligations for a third party without third 

party consent – But note that a treaty, or a treaty provision, may become part of customary 

international law and the customary norm will apply to non-parties (VCLT Art 38, and 

North Sea Continental Shelf Cases)  

ii. VC principles with regard to 3rd party states’ rights apply only to parties in VC, but this rule is 

considered to be customary IL Free Zones of Upper Savoy and the District of Gex Case 
(France v Switzerland) 

 

3. Reservations 

 

Distinction from Interpretative Declarations 

• a statement by a state detailing the way it interprets the operation of a treaty provision and how it believes the 

provision applies to it – inferior to a reservation 

• status of declaration depends on assessment of what it seeks to achieve – made by interpreting the text and its 

legal effect – Belios v Switzerland  
o if its effect is to make the State’s consent to the treaty conditional upon the acceptance of the 

content of the declaration, rather than merely offering an interpretation of treaty, it will be a 

reservation 

 
a. Definition of a Reservation – Art 2(1)(d) 

i. unilateral statement, however phrased or named, made by a State, when signing, ratifying, 

accepting, approving or acceding to a treaty, where it purports to exclude or to modify the 

legal effect of certain provisions of the treaty in their application to that State’ 

b.  Reservations generally – Art 19 – a state may make a reservation to a treaty unless: 

i. the reservation is prohibited by the treaty (e.g. Art 120 of Rome Statute of ICC) 

ii. reservation is not amongst accepted reservations specified in treaty 

iii. the reservation is incompatible to the object and purpose of the treaty  

c. In writing – Art 23 

i. Reservation, a rejection of a reservation, a withdrawal of a reservation must be in writing 

d. Effect of reservations  

i. Determining Permissibility – two approaches  

1. opposability (up to the parties to determine) 



2. permissibility (an objective test whether reservation consistent with object and 

purpose of the treaty) 

a. often used in HR 

b. General Comment No. 24 – HR treaties designed to protect individual 

citizens; no reciprocal obligations between states in such treaties – therefore 

no incentive for states to object to reservations even if impermissible  

i.  may be appropriate for organisation responsible for ensuring HR 

compliance to determine the status of reservation  

ii. but US argued, reservations are an essential part of the State’s 

consent to be bound…A State which expressly withholds its consent 

from a provision cannot be presumed…to be bound by it. 
c. To assess compatibility with object and purpose, consider interdependence 

as well as importance of provision; how does the reservation relate to 

general tenor of treaty and the extent of its impact on the treaty: ILC GTP 

3.1.5.6 

 

ii. If Permissible 

1. Modifies the relationship between reserving state (X) and other parties if they accept 
reservation: Art. 21(1)(a)-(b): 

a. A accepts, treaty between X and A modified  

b. B objects, no treaty between X and B. Other rules of int law may still apply.  

c. C objects but does not say treaty is not to apply, treaty is given effect minus 

reservation (ILC GTP 4.3) 

iii. If impermissible 

1. Traditional view: impermissible reservation vitiates consent of the state to the treaty 

as a whole, and it is not a party: Reservations to Genocide Convention  

2. Emerging view (especially for human rights treaties): the offending reservation is 

null and void and may be severed, with the state bound by the treaty without the 

protection of the reservation: ILC Guide to Practice on Reservations to Treaties, 

Guideline 4.5.3 (presumption that author of invalid reservation bound, unless party 

expresses contrary intention) 

 

e. Acceptance and objection to reservations – Art 20  

i. Even if reservation allowed, other parties may object (for any reason) 

1. no acceptance required if reservation expressly authorised by treaty 

2. acceptance required if appears from small number of parties and object and purpose 

that application of treaty in entirety an essential condition of consent of parties  

3. treaty is a constituent pat of int’l org instrument, requires acceptance of the competent 

organ of organisation  

4. In other cases  

a. acceptance by another contracting state makes reserving state a party to the 

treaty in relation to the accepting state (when it comes into force for them) 

b. treaty can still come into force (minus reservation) even if states object, 

unless they specifically say they don’t want any treaty at all  

c. reservation and treaty come into effect between reserving state and other state 
as soon as other state accepts it  

5. Unless treaty otherwise provides, reservation considered to be accepted by a state if 

no objection raised within 12 months  

 

f. Effect of Reservations  

i. If accepted 

1. Modifies reserving State’s relations to the other states accordingly  

2. Modifies other parties’ obligations regarding the reserving State reciprocally: Art 

21(1) 

ii. if not accepted  

1. So long as objecting State doesn’t oppose entry into force between itself and the 

reserving State, the treaty enters into force less the provision that the reservation 

concerns Art 20(2) 

iii. Approaches 


